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Why She Chose A.O.E.

Your daughter has just joined a community of women
across North America dedicated to the development of
themselves and women as a whole. This isn't just a
college club; her decision to join A.O.E. is a commitment
to a lifetime of sisterhood. Alpha Omega Epsilon will
 provide opportunities to develop
 your daughter into a confident, 
professional, and well-rounded
young woman. She will take the 
skills and relationships with her 
every where she goes in life.
Alpha Omega Epsilon will 
always be there.
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History of Alpha Omega Epsilon
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   In the 1980s, there was a national push for
more women in engineering. The female
engineering students at Marquette
University decided to start meeting in the
hopes of forming an organization to
increase the number of women in
engineering. They decided to form a
sorority and from there, Alpha Omega
Epsilon was founded on November 13, 1983,
with 27 founding members. As of 2021, we
are on our 38th year as a Sorority and there
are over 45 chapters in North America. 
   The Omega Chapter of Alpha Omega
Epsilon was founded at South Dakota State
University on January 23, 2010 by 19
founding members. Having opened our
doors to all majors, our chapter has
extended the purpose of Alpha Omega
Epsilon to all of those who join. 
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Values

Alpha Omega Epsilon's three pillars are
Friendship, Leadership, and Professionalism.

           These are at the foundation  
          of everything we do.
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For more information on
our values, visit

https://aoesdstate.com
/values



Greek Alphabet
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Α Β Γ Δ
Ε Ζ Η Θ
Ι Κ Λ Μ 
Ν
 

Ξ
 

Ο Π
 Ρ Σ Τ Υ

Φ Χ Ψ Ω 

Alpha
(al-fah)

 

Beta
(bay-tah)

Gamma
(gam-ah)

Delta
(del-ta)

Epsilon
(ep-si-lon)

Zeta
(zay-tah)

Eta
(ay-tah)

Theta
(thay-tah)

Iota
(eye-o-tah)

Kappa
(kap-pah)

Lambda
(lamb-dah)

Mu
(myoo)

Nu
(new)

Xi
(zie)

Omicron
(om-e-cron)

Pi
(pie)

Rho
(row)

Sigma
(sig-ma)

Tau
(taw)

Upsilon
(up-si-lon)

Phi
(fie)

Chi
(kie)

Psi
(sigh)

Omega
(oh-may-gah)

The meaning of the letters of
Alpha Omega Epsilon holds

special meaning to its
members and is revealed at

Active Initiation. 



Candidacy (New Member Period)
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We refer to our new member period as Candidacy and our new members as
Candidates. Candidacy is a six-week education period where our candidates

learn about Alpha Omega Epsilon. During these six weeks, Candidates are not full
members. We look to this period as  almost a "trial period". Our active members use
this time as a way to get to know the candidates and vice versa. This is a valuable

time for our Candidates to be sure that Alpha Omega Epsilon is their home.  
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Week
One

After Candidate Initiation,
Candidates will receive their

candidate handbook and begin
learning about the history,

symbols, values, and more about
Alpha Omega Epsilon.

Week
Three

Week
Six

 

Candidates will attend
Day Away; a sisterhood
event dedicated to

bonding with the active
members who could

potentially be their Big
Sister. 

After completing the final
requirements of the

educational period and if
the Active Members have

decided them to be a good
fit, Candidates are initiated
into Active Members. Upon
this, they will also receive

their Big Sister.

A Big Sister is there to
provide friendship, as well
as be the candidate's

mentor in the chapter in all
ways.



Membership Development
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Professional and
Leadership

Development

Academic
Development

Personal 
Development

Alpha Omega Epsilon provides opportunities for professional
development through different events, such as resume and cover

letter training, mock interviews, peer mentoring, and more.
Leadership skills are developed throughout our members' time in
the chapter through holding positions and working with the other

members.

Alpha Omega Epsilon holds high academic standards. Our
chapter emphasizes that our members always put their

schoolwork above their sorority responsibilities. If any sister falls
below our GPA requirement, our Risk Reduction Committee takes

action to develop a plan to help that member improve her
grades. We also provide opportunities for scholastic excellence

through difference events.

Through the above efforts and time and experience in Alpha
Omega Epsilon, our members develop self esteem and
confidence, personable skills, and become better sisters.



Philanthropy Efforts
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Philanthropy is important to Alpha Omega Epsilon. We strive to
better our community and ourselves through the work we do.

We have four main philanthropies that we work with.

Dress For
Success

FIRST
Robotics

College of
 Engineering

Brookings 
Community

Dress For Success is a
non-profit organization
that supports low income
women by providing job

training, resume
workshops, business
wear, and more

.
Alpha Omega Epsilon
supports Dress For

Success by holding an
annual Fashion Show
fundraiser and a

professional clothing
drive semesterly.

FIRST is a robotics
competition for young
students that inspires
them to be STEM

innovators and leaders. 
 

Alpha Omega Epsilon
supports this FIRST by

volunteering at
competitions and

putting together kits for
the robots.

 
Keeping in touch with
our engineering roots,
Alpha Omega Epsilon
volunteers at different
outreach programs
and workshops that

are designed to allow
young students to
explore a career in

engineering and other
STEM careers. These
programs also allow

these students to meet
professors and college
students in STEM fields. 

As members of the
Brookings

community, we
believe in bettering

our community
through volunteer
efforts. The local
organizations we

volunteer at include
the Brookings

Humane Society,
Brookings Domestic
Abuse Shelter, and

Habitat for
Humanity.



As An Alumnae

Our sisters are bound by a lifetime tie of sisterhood. Being an
Alpha Omega Epsilon sister doesn't end when she graduates!
There is also an alumnae group for our chapter that meets and
continues on the work of fostering our pillars of 
Friendship, Leadership, and 
Professionalism. She will also have the 
opportunity to serve Alpha Omega
Epsilon in many ways: International 
Executive Board, Board of 
Directors, Committees, Alumnae 
Advising, Peer Mentoring, and 
more! Wherever she ends up in life, 
there will always be a home for her 
in Alpha Omega Epsilon.
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Financial Responsibvlities
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Dues
Our members pay their dues using SDePay, the same service SDSU students use to
pay their tuition and other school fees. Their dues will pop up as "Alpha Omega
Epsilon Dues". Members are able to use financial aid to pay for their dues. The
amount of dues changes each semester. Our dues go towards different chapter
activities and events. A in-depth explanation of our dues can be found on our
Finance page. 

Scholarships and Grants
For those whose major in engineering or technical sciences, scholarships and
grants are available through the Alpha Omega Epsilon Foundation.  Our chapter is
also working on providing a scholarship to new members to go towards their first
semester of paying active member dues.

For more information on chapter finances,
go to https://aoesdstate.com/finances



Fraternity and Sorority Life
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For over fifty years, Fraternity and Sorority Life at SDSU has been home
to high achieving students and future leaders. Whether it be
coordinating life-saving blood drives, supporting the Brookings
community or dedicating time to the thriving agriculture community at
SDSU, sorority and fraternity members consistently reflect their values in
their actions and commitment to service while cultivating the bonds of
friendship formed through brotherhood and sisterhood. Home to nine
men's and four women's fraternities, our community has a fit for any
student interested in exploring fraternity and sorority life. From the
classroom and major specific fraternities, to Student Association and
the arts, the interests of members are vast and ever expanding.

 
For more information on Fraternity and Sorority Life at SDSU,
visit https://www.sdstate.edu/student-activities/fraternity-

and-sorority-life



Risk Management and EDI Commitment
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Alpha Omega Epsilon has a zero tolerance hazing policy. Furthermore, Alpha
Omega Epsilon prohibits discrimination against and harassment of any member or
potential new member because of race, color, national or ethnic origin, age,

religion, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, veteran status
or any other characteristic protected under federal or applicable state law. 

For more information, visit
https://www.alphaomegaepsilon.org/risk-management-

policy 
& 

https://www.alphaomegaepsilon.org/edi-our-commitment

Risk Management

EDI Commitment 
While Alpha Omega Epsilon remains focused on our core mission and vision as a
STEM organization, it absolutely includes a commitment to a safe and non-

discriminating environment. As part of our call to fight systemic racism, we are
committed to make change happen from within our sisterhood.



Website
aoesdstate.com

 
Instagram 

@a.o.e.sdstate
 

Twitter
@aoesdstate

 
Facebook

Alpha Omega Epsilon- 
Omega Chapter

 
International Sorority

Website 

https://alphaomegaep
silon.org

Stay Connected


